
   
 

 
 
 

NW Parking District Stakeholder Advisory Committee  
Meeting Agenda 

 
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 

(Third Wednesday of Every Month) 
4:30-6:00 p.m. 

Virtual Zoom Meeting  
 

*Please see attachment for virtual meeting information* 
 

Task SAC Action Presenter Time 

Welcome   N/A Nick Fenster, Vice Chair 4:30 p.m. 

Pedestrian Lighting Implementation Approval Vote Kathryn Doherty-Chapman, PBOT 4:35 p.m. 

Public Input N/A Nick Fenster, Vice Chair 4:50 p.m. 

Event Restricted District Options for Changes Discussion Rae-Leigh Stark, PBOT 4:55 p.m. 

Committee Development – Agenda  Discussion Rae-Leigh Stark, PBOT 5:35 p.m. 

New Business  N/A Nick Fenster, Vice Chair 5:50 p.m. 

Adjourn N/A Nick Fenster, Vice Chair 6:00 p.m. 

 
 
A note to members of the public: Welcome and thank you for joining! The committee is happy to hear from you. 
For your convenience, public comment is in the middle of the agenda. To keep the committee’s work on 
schedule, the committee may ask for comments to be brief depending on how many people would like to speak. 
You may always provide the committee written comments as well, please email Rae-Leigh Stark at rae-
leigh.stark@portlandoregon.gov to submit comments or questions. For project updates and meeting 
announcements, feel free reach out with your email address. 

mailto:rae-leigh.stark@portlandoregon.gov
mailto:rae-leigh.stark@portlandoregon.gov


   
 

 
 
 

NW Parking SAC Virtual Meeting Information 
 

Welcome to the NW SAC meeting!  
 

Attend the meeting here using one of two options:  
 

1. If you’d like to call in and follow along using the November NW SAC Meeting Materials Packet, please dial in 
using this information: Phone:1-888-788-0099, Meeting ID: 955 3555 1322, Password: 060668 

 
2. If you’d like to attend via your computer and follow along virtually, please follow this link: 

https://zoom.us/j/95535551322?pwd=OWZBd1NnM1htNXJoQzVFZEl5TzNBUT09 
 

Are you a member of the public? 
 
Thank you for joining! You will have the opportunity to introduce yourself and provide comment during the meeting. 
If you’d prefer to submit your comment before the meeting, please email or call Rae-Leigh Stark at Rae-
Leigh.Stark@portlandoregon.gov or 503-823-7211. 
 
We are all navigating this virtual way of public participation, so don’t hesitate to contact Rae-Leigh if you have any 
questions or have any accessibility needs. 
 
 
Virtual Meetings Best Practices 
 

1. Arrive to the meeting 10-15 minutes early to test your technology. 
2. If you are able, put your phone or computer on mute when you’re not talking. 
3. When you speak, state your name first so everyone, including those on the phone know who is speaking. 
4. If you are addressing someone or the group, state their name or say you’re addressing the group. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://zoom.us/j/95535551322?pwd=OWZBd1NnM1htNXJoQzVFZEl5TzNBUT09
mailto:Rae-Leigh.Stark@portlandoregon.gov
mailto:Rae-Leigh.Stark@portlandoregon.gov
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How to Use Zoom  
 
If you are joining virtually via your computer to launch Zoom, follow these steps: 
 
 

1.  Click Open Zoom Meetings if the dialogue box appears.  

 
 
 

 If Zoom doesn’t automatically launch, click “click here” below: 
 

 
 

2. You can allow Zoom to access your microphone. After you do that, click Join with Computer Audio. If you’d 
like to join via video, allow that too. 

 



   
 

 
 
 

NW Parking SAC Update August 2021 
 

Zone M Permits Update 
 
We closed out the 2020-2021 permit year and now in renewal season. Here are the final 
numbers from last year: 
 

Permit Year Business  
Residential 

Total 
Standard Income Based % 

2017-2018 3,437 4,684 1,525 33% 8,121 
2018-2019 3,597 4,695 1,563 33% 8,292 
2019-2020 2,486 2,992 1,382 46% 5,478 
2020-2021 2,266 3,222 1,421 44% 5,488 

 
 
Project & Program Updates 
 
Transportation Wallet  
2021 Transportation Wallet January 1, 2021-August 1, 2021  

• 46 Resident Wallets purchased 
• 29 New Mover Wallets 
• 56 Golden Wallets 
• 223 Frontline Worker Wallets (new this year!) 
• 1 Resident Wallet opt-outs 
• 16 Business Wallet opt-outs  
Total: 376 Wallets in Circulation  

 
Subcommittee Updates 
 
Capital Projects Subcommittee 

The Capital Projects Subcommittee has been guiding the pedestrian lighting study and has 
provided feedback on installation locations and lighting types. More information about the 



project can be found here: https://www.portland.gov/transportation/parking/northwest-
portland-parking-and-transportation-programs#toc-pedestrian-lighting-study.  

The Capital Projects Subcommittee will be presenting a recommendation at the August SAC 
meeting. 

Further, the Capital Projects Subcommittee has provided direction on art for both a 
trashcan replacement and enhanced curb extensions in NW. 

 

Supply Subcommittee  

The Supply Subcommittee will be kicking off the Off-Street Demand and Feasibility Study 
on September 2, 1-2:30 with consultants RWC, Parachute Strategies, and EcoNW. 

 

TDM Subcommittee  

Received business hardship exceptions requests and permitted 3 businesses in NW the 
ability to purchase more than 50 permits. Tillamook, Swift Agency and Good Sam all 
purchased more than 50 permits, however they are still within the maximum of .8 FTE. 

https://www.portland.gov/transportation/parking/northwest-portland-parking-and-transportation-programs#toc-pedestrian-lighting-study
https://www.portland.gov/transportation/parking/northwest-portland-parking-and-transportation-programs#toc-pedestrian-lighting-study


 

 

To: Northwest Parking SAC 

From: Kathryn Doherty-Chapman, Project Manager & Rae-Leigh Stark, NW Parking SAC Liaison 

Date: May 4, 2021- UPDATED August 4, 2021 

Subject: NW Pedestrian Lighting Study & Draft Proposal 
 
The Pedestrian Lighting Project was scoped to analyze intersections and streets that are not part of NW in Motion Plan 
capital projects, or that recently had major improvements such as NW 20th and in the Conway area. The focus for this 
project was to look at streets and intersections that need improved lighting for the crosswalks at intersections, and 
along the street midblock to improve the feeling of comfort and safety for people walking. This project is guided by the 
Capital projects Subcommittee of the NW Parking SAC. Here is a summary of the work of staff and the subcommittee 
have completed to date: 
 

1. Confirm scope, budget, process 
2. Review other cities & PBOT practices 
3. Researched Best Practices 
4. Met with PBOT lighting group on existing PBOT practices 
5. Decided on an initial Study Area 
6. Learned more about PBOT lighting world of options & guidelines 
7. Initial lighting analysis completed 
8. Draft recommendations proposed and discussed 

 
PBOT LIGHT GUIDELINES 
 
The Subcommittee asked staff to research best practices from other cities and to clarify PBOT’s Current Lighting 
Guidelines. You can read more detail on these findings on the presentations posted on-line here. In 2017, PBOT 
commissioned an evaluation of its roadway lighting standards to compare them to current lighting industry practices, 
identify new recommended minimum light levels, and define a “recommended procedure” to develop aspirational goals 
for lighting Portland’s roadways. The purpose of the “recommended procedure” is to adjust the minimum 
recommended average horizontal light levels on roadways based on user needs and specific roadway characteristics. 
There is a multi-step process to determine the appropriate light level and configuration, starting with Street 
Classification, then considering traffic volumes and speed, and then different road users.    
 
PBOT’s street lighting guidelines provide lighting values for different street classifications (local street versus district 
collector). The minimum lighting levels ride with both the street classification AND multi-modal use. Local streets like 
residential single-family house streets have the lowest light level. First step is to get the base value based on the street 
classification, then we go to Step 2. That gives PBOT staff a weight for the intersection and final recommended light 
uniformity. For example, a weight of 6 gets an average maintained light value of 1.8, and as the weight value goes down, 
so does the light value. Many of the streets in NW would be a value of 3 or 4, needing a value of .9 to 1.2.  

https://www.portland.gov/sites/default/files/2021/pedestrian-lighting-action-plan-january-meeting.pdf
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/article/714407
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PBOT LIGHT FIXTURES 
 
The two main light fixtures PBOT uses are the cobra head streetlights and pedestrian scale lights. The cobraheads are 
utilitarian and are the most affordable. Often more than one cobra head light can be installed on a pole or an arm can be 
added to move the light and adjust the angle. The other fixture is the pedestrian specific light pole which are more 
expensive but can sometimes provide an appropriate light level for people walking along a street. There are a lot of 
factors that go into the pricing and feasibility of each light fixture, but they range from high cost at $27,000 per light to 
$3,000 per light. See the presentation here for more details.  
 
Pedestrian Scale-Requires new electrical panel, underground fed system = $25,000  

 
            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New light fixture on existing utility pole= $3,000  
 

STUDY AREA 
 
Given the initial budget, staff zeroed in a phase one study area, which the subcommittee approved in December 2020. 
The study area focused on the higher equity index areas, streets not part of major NW in Motion projects but streets 
that access schools, hospitals, parks, grocery stores, services, and transit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Study focus 
areas in yellow 

https://www.portland.gov/sites/default/files/2021/pedestrian-lighting-action-plan-january-meeting.pdf
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INITIAL ANALYSIS  
 
PBOT lighting engineers completed an initial analysis of all the 
intersections in the study area to start. They found that of the 52 
intersections, 41 did not even come close to the appropriate lighting 
guidelines. The light values should be .9 in most of the intersection 
There were 29 intersections that should get trees trimmed to help 
meet the lighting standard too. Here is an example of the lighting 
analysis conducted, below and to the right.  The intersections do not 
meet the base light level, or uniformity guidelines since there is only 
one light in the intersection. You can see the lighting analysis and 
initial recommendation sheets attached.  
 
INITIAL STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 
The first draft staff recommendation focused on getting all 41 
intersections up to PBOT’s current streetlight guidelines. This 
recommendation was made to get the intersection up to 
recommended light value (brightness so to speak) and the 
intersection uniformity standard, so the light you see and be seen from the sidewalk and the middle of the street 
equally. The recommended installation is for all new poles with new cobrahead fixtures and the estimated cost to do all 
41 intersections costs $225,000, which includes engineering time.  
 
Why do we need to add new poles? There is no way to attach a new light and get it electrified where it needs to be to 
shine light appropriately anywhere else. A new pole is essential at these 41 intersections. This is for both people walking 
to be seen by people in cars or on bikes, and to see while walking.  
 
There are also 29 intersections that should get tree trimming, which is at no cost through an interagency agreement 
with Urban Forestry. Please note that the Urban Forestry does not do outreach to adjacent property owners/occupants 
when conducting trimming. However, PBOT staff recommend that PBOT in partnership with the NW Parking SAC do the 
outreach prior to sending a list to Urban Forestry.  
 
The Subcommittee had concerns about the LED streetlight causing glare. The new streetlight fixtures are a much warmer 
light and a lower value, so they don’t cause glare. There is a rating called the BUG rating, and the G in the BUG stands for 
glare. The lights proposed to be installed have a rating of 1, on a scale from 0-5. They are also a much lower intensity 
than the older LED light fixtures. Read more about glare and BUG rating in the presentation here.    
 
There was also discussion about leveraging development creating lighting standards specific for NW and a toolkit for the 
NWDA planning committee to share with developers to see if there are opportunities to partner with them during 
construction to get more lights, more cheaply. Staff are still working on this, stay tuned.  
 
UPDATED STAFF RECOMMENDATION FY 20-21 
 
Given that there are so few examples nearby of these types of light installations the subcommittee was concerned about 
installing a large volume of new poles without understanding the impact. They asked staff to focus on a smaller area that 
we could install some of these cobrahead lights and think of a phased approach where we do some pedestrian scale 
lighting too.  
 
We also looked at upgrading the light fixtures at each intersection where we are proposing additional lights, that would 
bring all the light fixtures at that intersection to the current new light fixtures and guidelines and avoid glare.  
 
 
 

Figure 1 light uniformity analysis of NW 21st and Northrupl 

https://www.portland.gov/sites/default/files/2021/pedestrian-lighting-action-plan-focus-group-march-2021.pdf
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 August 2021 Staff recommendation 
 
Focus on central area work on some intersections as a demonstration project for community members to see these new 
types of light fixture installations. These intersections would be upgraded with both NEW light poles and fixtures ($9,750 
each) AND replace the existing light fixture with the NEW, low glare lights ($750 each).  This option would include tree 
trimming at some of these intersections at no cost. Outreach to be conducted by PBOT. 
 
Estimated budget 

NEW Light pole 
& Fixtures 

Power 
connections 

Concrete 
repair 

Labor 
(estimate) 

Upgrade 
existing lights 

Total Per 
Location  

$ 3,000.00 $ 2,000.00 $ 2,500.00 $ 2,250.00 $ 750.00 $ 10,500.00 
 
UPDATED Proposed Location List- 9 intersections to be completed this year (highlighted in yellow on map below) 
 

Skip 1 NW 22nd Ave NW Northrup St 
Skip 2 NW 22nd Ave NW Marshall St 
Keep 3 NW 22nd Ave NW Lovejoy St 
Keep 4 NW 22nd Ave NW Kearney 
Keep 5 NW 21st Ave NW Northrup St 
Keep 6 NW 21st Ave NW Marshall St 
Keep 7 NW 21st Ave NW Kearney St 
Keep 8 NW 21st Ave NW Johnson St 
Keep 9 NW 21st Ave NW Irving St 
Keep 10 NW 21st Ave NW Hoyt St 
Skip 11 NW 21st Ave NW Flanders St 
Keep 12 NW 19th Ave NW Johnson St 
Keep 13 NW 19th Ave NW Marshall St 
Skip 14 NW 18th Ave NW Northrup St 
Skip 15 NW 18th Ave NW Marshall St 
Skip 16 NW 18th Ave NW Johnson St 

 
Total estimated costs of updated proposal 

1. Lights, labor, electricity, etc.  
= 9 intersections= $94,500 

2. PBOT lighting engineer staff time= $9,000 
3. Total for 9 intersections= $103,500 

 
What has changed since May? 
 

1. Concrete repair at these locations was not considered before in cost estimates and that is estimated at $2,500 
per location. That could be more or less at each site.  

2. Labor estimates and contracting is changing, and we are not 100% what the labor costs will be just yet.  
 

Given this new information, staff recommends starting on a smaller area for an initial demonstration project using the 
FY 20-21 funds to be built this year (2021). We then recommend dedicating the Current FY 21-22 funds to complete the 
other identified priority intersections with new light installations at a next phase, in 2022 after people have seen the 
new light fixtures and assessed them.  
 
Request for NW Parking SAC budget today:  

• $103,500 for 9 intersections to be completed this year (2020) 
 

Figure 2 Map of proposed interesections to add lights 



   

 

 
 
 

To:   Northwest Parking SAC 

From:  Rae-Leigh Stark, NW Parking SAC Liaison 

Date:  August 13, 2021 

Subject: Event Restricted District Study 

 
After hearing concerns from the NW Parking SAC and evaluating annual occupancy studies, it was found that the 
Event Restricted District was not working effectively. RWC was hired last year to research best practices and compile 
parking management strategies to deploy in the Event Restricted District during game days.  
 

• Attached on page 3, you will find a matrix outlining the Event Restricted District “Menu of Options” if the NW 
Parking SAC would like to deploy additional parking management strategies during game days. 

• Below, I’ve provided some background on the Event Restrict District including the location, current parking 
management strategies, and occupancy data from 2019. 

 
If the NW Parking SAC would like to move forward implementing any of the parking management strategies for the 
Event Restricted District, the following is the timeline: 
 

• August NW Parking SAC meeting: Discuss the “Menu of Options” 

• September: The NW Parking SAC meeting is cancelled, instead feedback from the SAC from the August 
meeting will be incorporated in the “Menu of Options” and committee members must complete survey to 
gather feedback. 

• October NW Parking SAC meeting: Results from the survey are presented, discussion and vote takes place for 
each of the parking management strategies outlined in the “Menu of Options.” 

• November-January: If needed, changes will be prepared for and presented to City Council. 

• February 2022: Meters will be programmed to include any new changes 

• March 2022: Changes implemented in the Event Restricted District for the 2022 soccer season. 
 

Background on the Event Restricted District  
 
The Event Restricted District is located between W Burnside and NW Irving St, NW 18th St. and NW Westover. During 
Timbers games 3 parking management strategies are currently being deployed: 
 

1. The NW Parking SAC funds 4 additional Parking Enforcement officers for increased enforcement.  
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2. All 4-hour meters “pay to park or by permit” within the Event Restricted District become 2-hour meters “pay 

to park or by permit.” In NW, Parking Enforcement does not have the authority to issue citations for people 

overstaying at 2-hour or 4-hour meters. 

3. The entire Event Restricted District and most of the NW Parking District is paid parking. The meter rates for 

parking in NW during game days and non-game days is $1.60 an hour.  

During game days, occupancies can reach 95%. As shown in Weekday Peak Hour Occupancy Map (Game Day), peak 
occupancy is also high in areas north of the Restricted Event District, found in the follow excerpts from the 2019 
study done by RWC:  

• With a peak hour occupancy rate of 93.5%, all but two (2) of the 32 block faces in the eastern portion of Sub-
Zone B are parked in excess of 85% occupancy.  

• The western portion of the area is less impacted than the eastern portion on game day, with 18 of 30 block 
faces parked in excess of 85% occupancy.  

 
 

 



Event Restricted District (ERD) "Menu of Options"
Background Strategy Pros Cons Who's Affected Impelementation

1
Add Thorns 
Games to ERD

Only the Timbers games are included in the 
ERD. The Parking Management Manual 

recommends any event drawing more than 
10k attendees can use event pricing. The 

Thorns crowds are upwards of 20k 
attendees. This would add approximately 

another 15 days when the ERD is deployed.

Add Thorns games to the ERD 
to manage parking using event 
pricing and 2 hour time stays 

during game days.

Event pricing and timestays 
can be deployed during Thorns 
games to help better manage 
parking by increased turnover 

and parking availability for 
residents, employees, and 

other visitors. 

4 hour parking is reduced for 
an additional 15, approximate, 

days each year.

Residential and business 
permit holders will still be able 
to park where it states "or by 
permit." Visitors will have to 
adhere to the 2 hour limits 
during Timbers and Thorns 

games.

This change does not have to 
go to City Council. Meters 
would be reprogrammed in 
February 2022 for a March 

2022 launch.

2
Prevent Over 
Staying at 1 & 2 
HR Meters

In NW, long-term meter parking is 
considered 1 hour or more. Outside of NW, 

long-term meter parking is considered 5 
hour parking. Title 16 allows users to add 
time to long-term meters. Thus, users can 

overstay in NW at 2 and 4 hour meters and 
not be cited. 

Revise long-term parking 
definition to more than 2 

hours so that people do not 
park longer than 2 hours in 2 

hour parking during event and 
non-event days. This will not 

change 4 hour parking.

It will deter event goers from 
parking during the entire event 

(3+ hours). Enforcement can 
enforce overstaying at meters. 

Turnover and parking 
availability will improve. 

During event days, people 
cannot park for more than 2 

hours without risking a citation 
in the ERD. On non-event days, 

people will still be able to 
extend their stay ay 4 hour 

meters.

People who need to stay more 
than 2 hours on game days 
have to park off-street or 

north of Irving. On non-game 
days, people who need to stay 
more than 2 hours can park at 
4 hour meters and stay all day.

This change will have to be 
presented and adopted by City 

Council.

3
Increase Meter 
Rates on Game 
Days

Pricing in the ERD during event days is the 
same as non-event days: $1.60 an hour. The 
Event District (Goose Hollow and Downtown) 

is priced at $4 an hour. The Parking 
Management Manual recommends $4 an 
hour if the standard Meter District Rate is 

$1.60-2.00 an hour.

The meter rate in NW during 
event days is inducing parking 
demand as someone parking 

for 3 hours for the game 
would spend $4.80 in NW vs. 

$12 Downtown or Goose 
Hollow. Matching Event District 

Pricing would deter this. 

Disincentive for event goers to 
park in ERD. Increased meter 

revenue can buy down 
transportation costs for non-
auto users. Effective tool in 

shifting on-street to off-street. 
Results in more on-street 

parking availability.

Increased parking rate for 
visitors during game days - the 
effects of this could be off-set 
by a Parking Kitty Validation 

program or offering incentives 
to bike, take transit, carpool or 

walk.

The rate for Resident, Business 
or daily permit holders will not 

change. This would effect all 
visitors (event and non-event 

goers) to the district paying the 
meters to park on event days.

This change will have to be 
presented and adopted by City 

Council. Meters would be 
reprogrammed in February 

2022 for a March 2022 launch.

4

Implement 
Validation 
Program for 
Businesses on 
Game Days

A validation program, funded by the NW 
Parking SAC, is an option to off-set parking 

or transportation costs for visitors if the rate 
for metered parking is increased. Historically 

validation programs are deployed with 
support from the business community and 
PBOT Transportation Demand Mgmt. staff.

A validation program could be 
implemented through Parking 
Kitty to off-set parking costs or 

though the Transportation 
Wallet app (coming soon) to 

encourage other modes.

Implementing a validation 
program would allow pricing 

as a parking management 
strategy to deter event goers, 
but incentivize other visitors 

during event days.

-

A validation program would 
encourage visitors to make 

purchases at local businesses, 
and in return get discounted 

parking or transportation 
options.

This program would be made 
by PBOT staff and shaped by 
the NW Parking SAC and the 

business community.

5
Expand ERD 
North to 
Overton

The current ERD is located from Burnside to 
Irving, however occupancy rates north of 
Irving are greater than 90% during game 

days. This ooupancy rate indicates a need for 
parking management strategies.

The expansion of the ERD 
would go north 6 blocks to NW 

Overton. Note: it is not 
recommended that the ERD is 

expanded unless other parking 
management strategies are 

deployed to improve the 
effectiveness.

An expanded ERD, along with 
additional parking 

management strategies, 
means improved parking 

availability and turnover from 
Irving to Overton.

The blocks north of Overton 
could see increased demand 
during game days as event 
goers scout out the 4 hour 

parking.

Residential and business 
permit holders will still be able 
to park where it states "or by 
permit." Visitors will have to 
adhere to the 2 hour limits 
during Timbers and Thorns 

games up to Overton instead 
of Irving.

This change will have to be 
presented and adopted by City 

Council. Meters would be 
reprogrammed in February 

2022 for a March 2022 launch.
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